Program Name: Indiana University

Size of intern class: 14

Application Process: Applications are only accepted through ERAS. We conduct a holistic review of all applications. In a program of our size, we value diversity, breadth of educational and life experiences as well as skills or qualities that translate to culturally competent and excellent clinical care of our patients. We desire residents who will help us make our program and learning environment even better.

Number and types of letters of recommendations: We request a minimum of 3 letters. We prefer letters from faculty who have worked with you closely and can comment on your clinical abilities, interpersonal skills, problem solving skills, dependability, and enthusiasm for learning and teaching. We do not require any particular combination of letters. You may submit Chair’s Letters as one of your letters but Chair’s Letters are NOT required.

Application review/invite timeline: Interviews will begin being offered shortly after ERAS opens on October 21 and will likely be sent in waves reflecting the quantity of applications and speed with which they can be reviewed. We do not offer more interviews than interview slots and send invitations later in the day in order to maximize applicant wellness and decrease interference with student clinical activities. Applications will be accepted through December 31 and there is the potential for late invitations based on a waiting list and cancellations through the close of our interview season, currently anticipated in late January.

Approach to Step 1: There is no minimum Step 1 score required.

Approach to Step 2: Step 2 is not required for application or interview but a passing score is required before submission of our rank list.

Post-Interview Communication Policy: Any communication from the program is sent to all applicants to reflect recent news or updates regarding the program. No discussions regarding ranking will take place. Applicants are provided e-mail addresses of all residents to answer questions or provide additional information and program leadership will also answer questions. Beyond post-interview questions, communication from applicants is neither encouraged nor required.

Contact Information:

Paul Rahrig, MS, Program Coordinator: ptrahrig@iu.edu

Tim Brady, MD, Program Director: tbbrady@iu.edu